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SURVIVING ATTACKS AND INTRUSIONS: 
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM FAULT MODELS
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SURVIVABILITY

• Many Definitions

• Qualitative

• Quantitative

• No single agreed upon definition
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SURVIVABILITY
• Closely related Terms

• Intrusion Tolerance
• Resilience

• No subscription to specific terms or definitions: for this 
research survivability, intrusion tolerance, and resilience are 
interchangeable as their specific differences in the 
definitions will not really matter.

• Relationship to
• Fault-tolerance
• Security
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HOW SURVIVABLE/RESILIENT 
IS MY SYSTEM?

• Lessons learned from Fault-tolerance

• FT design: the possible and the impossible
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DESIGN FOR TESTABILITY
• Testing electronic circuits

• Test pattern generation problem is NP-hard

•  Solution: Design for Testability

• e.g. SCAN, partial SCAN

Input Output
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DESIGN FOR SURVIVABILITY

• When Systems become too complex

• Design by Integration of Survivability 
mechanisms

• Build-in not add-on

• Design for Survivability has surfaced in 
different contexts
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DESIGN FOR ANALYZABILITY
• Not a new concept

• e.g., Series-Parallel RBD

• Not all systems are Series-Parallel! 
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FAULT MODELS  
PLAY CRITICAL ROLE
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FAULT ASSUMPTIONS

• Do hybrid fault models apply outside of fault tolerance?

• Many mechanisms from security & fault-tolerance exist

BUT in the end, their impact on the faults they can 
produce is what really counts
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FAULT ASSUMPTIONS
• Example: authentication

• authentication mechanism reveals fault 

• potentially benign, depends on how many nodes are 
affected

• authentication is broken

• potential for symmetric or asymmetric 

• Slight departure from strict definitions of fault of the 
dependability community
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SYSTEM DEFINITION
• A collection of Functionalities fi 

• applications (software modules)

• system components

• Fault Descriptions Fi

• defines fault model with respect to functionality fi 

• defines fault model that  fi  is designed to tolerate

Design for Survivability: A Tradeoff Space

asdf

May 8, 2008

1 System Definition
Our view of the systems is based on its survivability capabilities with respect to fault
models. Specifically, every system functionality fi can be mapped to a fault description
Fi, which defines the fault model. For example, consider a communication service fi

that supports authentication. If authentication is assumed to be unbreakable or other-
wise susceptible to compromise, then Fi = (b), which indicates that attacks against
authentication result in benign faults, as indicated by parameter b. If however authen-
tication has been compromised, e.g., due to a security breach, then under the fault
model in [22] Fi = (b, s, a), where b, s, and a indicate possible benign, symmetric,
and asymmetric fault-behavior respectively. In both cases authentication is assumed,
but the assumption on the effectiveness of this functionality has changed. It should be
obvious that wrong assumptions, and thus different Fi, will affect the survivability of
the system.

We view a system as a collection of k functionalities, i.e.,

System =
k�

i=1

fi

, and system survivability is a function of all Fi. Just as functionalities are not neces-
sarily independent, e.g., functionality fi may utilize functionality fj , neither are their
respective fault descriptions Fi and Fj . Thus any wrong assumptions about a fault
description may propagate though many functionalities. Specifically, if fi = fp � fq,
i.e., of fi is composed of fp and fq, then the resulting Fi encompasses all fault types
of is components, i.e., Fi = Fp ⇥ Fq. The Fi needs to be analyzed for its poten-
tial impacts on the survivability requirements. Thus, the question about the impact of
changes in fault assumptions, impact of security features availability, and their failure,
boils down to the analysis of the functionalities in the context of the fault descriptions
Fi. Conversely, given survivability requirements one can determine feasibility under
infrastructure- or application-induced limitations. In this case Fi needs to be mapped
onto the infrastructure, i.e., it needs to be determined if the infrastructure is inherently
suitable to support the fault model described by Fi. It should be noted that the view
of a system in terms of fi and Fi allows to assess key issues 1) and 2) stated in the
abstract.
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error codes and authentication. Lastly, spatial redundancy
considers multiple versions of a code or data set that are
spatially distributed. The results of the individual com-
ponents are usually combined using voting, e.g. majority
voting or agreement algorithms. In the context of this re-
search, it is information and spatial redundancy that are
the principle mechanisms for information recovery.

System =
k⇥

i=1

fi

B. Profiles and Signatures

Similarly to [9], we view the system as a collection of
functionalities. The functionalities are observed during
specified time intervals �t. Specifically, we view a system
in terms of its system profile Psys(�t), which is composed
of the profiles of all functionalities Pi(�t) executing during
�t. Thus, for any �t we have

Psys(�t) =
k�

i=1

Pi(�t)

where k is the number of functionalities active during the
time interval. Each Pi(�t) is a vector of a length equal
to the number of identities F, i.e. C functions, profiled.
Therefore, if there are n identities profiled, then

Pi(�t) = (f1(�t), f2(�t), ..., fn(�t)),

where fj(�t), 1 � j � n, is the number of times function
Fj has been called (or activated) during �t. A value of
fj(�t) = 0 implies that function Fj has not been invoked
at all, whereas fj(�t) = x, x a positive integer, implies
that Fj has been invoked x times during �t.

Attacks are malicious attempts to gain access to re-
stricted resources or to gather information on a system in
order to expose vulnerabilities. In practice, attacks may be
mounted using individual programs or attack suites, e.g.
toast (http://breedersec.virtualave.net/code.html). We as-
sume attacks to be atomic. An atomic attack Ai is the
smallest attack technology unit, e.g. a port sweep or a
sequence of unsuccessful login attempts. Thus, an attack
suite can be viewed as a collection of individual atomic at-
tacks Ai. Limiting the scope of an attack to atomic units
allows us to focus on a very narrow sets of a⇥ected func-
tions in the OS, application and network.

Profiles during atomic attacks are of special interest and
result in attack signatures, i.e. an attack signature is the
portion of a profile that is attributable to the attack. For-
mally, the attack signature corresponding to Ai will be de-
noted by Si. Only non-zero profile components are consid-
ered. Thus,

Si = (f�(1)(�t), f�(2)(�t), ..., f�(si)(�t)),

where � is a function that maps (one-to-one) the indices
of Si to the indices of the functions profiled. Note that si,
the length of vector Si, is signature dependent.

A signature of special interest is the signature of an idle
system. The so-called idle signature is denoted by S0. Sig-
nature S0 corresponds to the system profile Psys(�t) of
an idle Linux system. Contrary to [9] our idle profile con-
stitutes the system profile of a Linux system that was just
booted up. No applications, e.g. x-windows, are executing.

C. Signature Analysis

Once a signature Si has been extracted, the question
arises how this signature will be recognized in the noisy
profile of a running system, i.e. Psys(�t). We limit our
investigation on the e⇥ectiveness of the simplest analysis
in order to minimize run-time overhead.

C.1 Ideal Signature Analysis

First, we assume an ideal scenario in which attack signa-
tures are absolutely accurate, i.e. there is no system noise,
and the time interval �t precisely captures the entire at-
tack. Obviously, such ideal scenario will be unachievable,
however, it will serve as a frame of reference in the realistic
environment discussed in Subsection III-C.2.

Let Si be the set of functions Fj that are part of signature
Si, i.e. Si = {F�(j) in Si, 1 � j � si}. By the definition of
a signature we have f�(j) > 0. Furthermore, let |Si| denote
the cardinality of Si. Let Psys(�t) be the set of functions
Fj with non-zero frequencies, i.e. fj(�t) > 0, in the sys-
tem profile. Thus, the number of functions represented in
Psys(�t) is less than or equal to the number of functions
in Psys(�t), i.e. functions not used in �t are excluded.
Similar to |Si|, let |Psys(�t)| denote the cardinality of the
run-time system profile. Now the following lemma, whose
proof can be found in [21], can be stated:

Lemma 1: Given an ideal run-time profile Psys(�t) and
a signature Si, if Psys(�t)⌅Si ⇤= Si then attack Ai cannot
be present.

Lemma 1 does not consider the frequencies f�(j) as it
only considers sets. However, signatures are characterized
by the implied frequencies of the functions in Si.

Profiles and signatures are vectors. As such, relations
between them have to be considered in the context of vector
operations. The di⇥erence in length of Psys(�t) and Si

complicate matters of comparison. Therefore we introduce
a function Ti(X), that translates a profile X into a profile
of length si such that only the functions in Si are reflected.
Thus, P = Ti(Psys(�t)) generates a profile P that is of the
same length as Si, whose elements reflect the frequencies
of the same functions, i.e. the functions of Si.

We use standard vector relation definitions: given two
vectors x = (x1, ..., xm) and y = (y1, ..., ym), x ⇥ y only if
xi ⇥ yi for all i, x < y only if xi < yi for all i, 1 � i � m,
and x ⇤= y otherwise.

Before stating the lemma that considers the relationship
of profiles and signatures we want to define two terms. A
false positive is an event incorrectly identified by the IDS as
an attack when none has occurred. Similarly, in the pres-
ence of an attack, failure to recognize the attack constitutes
a false negative [1].

SYSTEM DEFINITION

• Fault Descriptions Fi

• example: communication with authentication

• if authentication is assumed uncompromisable: 

•Fi = (b)

• if authentication is assumed to be compromisable:           

•Fi = (b,s,a)
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DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

• What are the impacts of 

• changes in fault assumptions

• security feature availability (or their failure)?

Boils down to the analysis of fi  in the context of Fi  and its 
support infrastructure
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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS:

• Given an existing system or application, what is the impact 
of adjustments in the fault assumptions?

• Given an existing system or application, what is the impact 
of adding or subtracting security features?

• What is the impact of infrastructure changes on 
performance or any of the “-ility” requirements?
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS
• Quantification of survivability under assumption of

• fault model
• e.g. hybrid fault model

• fault environment
• very complex as it addresses statistical assumption 

about the faults themselves, e.g.
• fail rates
• hazard function
• independence or dependence of faults...
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MODEL ANALYSIS

• Reality however is moving towards “UUUR Events”

• Unpredictable, latent, 

• Unobserved and 

• Unobservable Risks
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MODEL ANALYSIS
• Recent introduction of 3-layer survivability analysis 

architecture [Ma & Krings 2008] 

• tactical, strategic, and operational level

• Key observation: fundamental definition in survival analysis 
is survivor function S(t) = Pr(T>t), which has same 
definition as reliability function

• hazard function h(t) and cumulative hazard function H(t) 
even use same terminology, besides common 
mathematical definitions.
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SURVIVAL ANALYSIS
• Advantages of survival analysis:

1)more flexible, time-variant or covariates-dependent 
hazard functions

2)built-in procedures to deal with censored events

3)multivariate failure beyond binary failure

4)more effective modeling for dependent failure events 
though competing risks and shared frailty modeling

• Our focus is on the hazard functions in 1)
18



CONSTANT HAZARD FUNCTION
• Simplest model: constant fail rate

• Failures follow exponential distribution

• Hazard function 

• used in traditional reliability model (with constant fail 
rate) is not generally suitable 

• strength

• weakness

• applications: RBD, FT, Markov Chain, Petri Net

Given the description of a system in terms of fi and Fi we view a survivable system
as comprised of three components: 1) Model Analysis, 2) Result Certification and 3)
Adaptation.

1.1 Model Analysis
Model analysis addresses the quantification of survivability under consideration of the
fault model and the assumptions on the fault environment. The fault model has been
defined above as the partitioning of the fault space. The fault environment however is
much more complex as it addresses the statistical assumption about the faults them-
selves, e.g., the fail rates, hazard function, and the independence or interdependence of
faults.

Perhaps the simples analysis model is the traditional reliability model based on
constant fail rates, which is specified as R(t) = e��t, where R(t) is the probability
that the lifetime T of the system exceeds time t and � is the fail rate. This model is used
extensively in reliability block diagrams, fault tree analysis, Markov chain models and
Petri net analysis. However, the assumption of a constant fail rate (exponential failure
distribution) is very limited and mostly suitable for many problems in the dependability
community if no malicious act and the independence of faults are assumed.

Given an analysis model one can determine the tradeoff space the system is oper-
ating in. The tradeoff space of a system describes the dependencies between different
variables. For example, in the context of survivable storage in the PASIS project [20]
the tradeoff space of security, availability, and performance was investigated with re-
spect to data storage across distributed storage units. Survivability was addressed by
spreading information among independent storage nodes. As the number of storage
shares increased, so did performance (data bandwidth), however, system availability
and security were negatively affected.

The reliability model R(t) = e��t is not generally suitable to analyze systems
subjected to malicious act due to its limitations, i.e., constant fail rates, independence
of failures, and the inability for effective censoring. Recent research inspired by bi-
ological systems has show that these limitations can be overcome. Specifically, di-
verse powerful new approaches to analyze systems subjected to unpredictable environ-
ments with interdependencies and uncertainty in parameter assessment were introduced
in [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Whereas much of the work was conducted in the
context of wireless ad hoc and sensor networks, many methods are suitable for a much
larger application domain. The flexibility of these new models can be used to assess
uncertainty in the fault descriptions as well as in environments with complicated hazard
functions, interdependencies, and environmental dependencies.

1.2 Result Certification
If a system cannot be analyzed, or if insufficient guarantees can be made about the
outcome of the analysis, runtime certification can be useful. Result certification in dis-
tributed systems has been mainly based on mechanisms such as voting, spot-checking,
credibility-based approaches, partial execution on reliable resources, and re-execution
on reliable resources [21].

In [4, 5, 6] result certification was related to the notion of massive attacks. Specif-
ically, fault-tolerant algorithms were considered in decentralized systems. Note that a
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4.1 Dealing with Complex Hazard Functions

As indicated before, one of the main problems deal-

ing with malicious acts such as intrusions or other attacks

are the different degrees of unpredictability. In [13] this

was captured with the introduction of so-called UUUR

events (Unpredictable, latent, Unobserved and Unobserv-

able Risks). In order to assess the consequences of UUUR

events, survival analysis with its “sister” fields competing

risks analysis and multivariate survival analysis were intro-

duced in [15] and [16] respectively. A three-layer surviv-

ability analysis architecture was introduced that consisted

of tactical, strategic, and operational levels. This architec-

ture allows to integrate reliability, hybrid fault models and

survivability under a unified paradigm.

A comprehensive introduction of three-layer survivabil-

ity analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we only

briefly discuss one aspect of the tactical level, dealing with

complex hazard functions. We completely skip the strategic

and operational level modeling, which can be found in [13]

and [17].

In the absence of UUUR events, the tactical level is

largely equivalent to traditional reliability analysis. Indeed,

the most fundamental definition in survival analysis is the

survivor function, S(t) = Pr(T > t), which has the exact
same definition as the reliability function. The hazard func-

tion h(t) and the cumulative hazard functionsH(t) even use
the same terminology besides the common mathematical

definitions. However, there are additional advantages from

introducing survival analysis over the traditional reliabil-

ity analysis. Major advantages of survival analysis are: (i)

more flexible, time-variant and covariates-dependent haz-

ard functions; (ii) built-in procedures to deal with censored

events; (iii) multivariate failure beyond binary failure; and

(iv) more effective modeling of dependent failure events

through competing risks and shared frailty modeling. De-

tails can be found in [13, 14, 15, 16].

Our interest is with regard to the hazard functions listed

in the advantages of (i). Therefore we now briefly introduce

several forms of hazard functions from survival analysis to

show one of the advantages of adopting survival analysis.

The simplest type of hazard function is the constant haz-

ard function, which is when the failure time follows expo-

nential distribution. It takes the form

h(t) = λ. (1)

With the original Cox Proportional Hazards Model [4],

(PHM), the hazard function becomes time and covariates

dependent:

λ(t, z) = λ0(t)e
Zβ (2)

where Z is the vector of covariates, such as environment

factors that influence the hazard function, and λo(t) is the
baseline hazard function.

The Cox PHM has been extended numerously, e.g., [18,

21]. Two simple extensions, the stratified Cox PHM and the

Cox PHM with time-dependent covariates, are of particular

interest and their applicability will be discussed below.

First, we introduce the stratified Cox PHM. Suppose

there is a factor that occurs on q levels and for which the so-
called proportionality assumption of PHM may be violated.

The hazard function for an individual in the j-th stratum or
level of this factor is

λj(t, z) = λ0j(t)e
Zβ (3)

for j = 1, 2, ..., q. The baseline hazard function

λ01(·), ..., λ0q(·) for the q strata are permitted to be arbi-
trary and are completely unrelated.

The second generalization to the PHM is the Cox PHM

with time-dependent covariates. Here the covariates Z de-

pend on time t, i.e., Z = Z(t). For unstratified PHM, the
hazard function is

λ[t; z(t)] = λ0(t)e
Z(t)β (4)

and for stratified PHM it is

λj [t; z(t)] = λ0j(t)e
Z(t)β , j = 1, 2, ..., q. (5)

With the increase of the hazard function complexity from

Equation (1) to (5), their descriptive power and flexibility

also increase. For example, the stratified PHM [Equations

(3) and (5)] may be used to formulate a unified hazard func-

tion for various levels of security alerts, e.g., low, medium,

and high.

The choice of the hazard function that can be used has

significant implications on the complexity of the system

analysis.

4.2 Model Changes and State Changes

The view of the functionality-based analysis model de-

scribed above has several advantages (in theory):

1. Different functionalities can have different fault de-

scriptions.

2. Different functionalities can utilize different hazard

functions.

3. Each functionality may change its fault description

and/or hazard function in time.

The first advantage is the flexibility to view the fault de-

scription of each functionality in isolation. This design for

analyzability feature allows for ease of analysis.

The second advantage is significant since the type of haz-

ard function has huge implications on the complexity of

the analysis. Note that the term “complexity” is not to be
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COX PROP. HAZARDS MODEL

• “Fundamental Model of Survival Analysis”

• Hazard Function is a function of time t and covariate vector 
z:

• Extensions of PHM: time-dependent covariates

• unstratified PHM

• stratified PHM
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4.1 Dealing with Complex Hazard Functions

As indicated before, one of the main problems deal-

ing with malicious acts such as intrusions or other attacks

are the different degrees of unpredictability. In [13] this

was captured with the introduction of so-called UUUR

events (Unpredictable, latent, Unobserved and Unobserv-

able Risks). In order to assess the consequences of UUUR

events, survival analysis with its “sister” fields competing

risks analysis and multivariate survival analysis were intro-

duced in [15] and [16] respectively. A three-layer surviv-

ability analysis architecture was introduced that consisted

of tactical, strategic, and operational levels. This architec-

ture allows to integrate reliability, hybrid fault models and

survivability under a unified paradigm.

A comprehensive introduction of three-layer survivabil-

ity analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we only

briefly discuss one aspect of the tactical level, dealing with

complex hazard functions. We completely skip the strategic

and operational level modeling, which can be found in [13]

and [17].

In the absence of UUUR events, the tactical level is

largely equivalent to traditional reliability analysis. Indeed,

the most fundamental definition in survival analysis is the

survivor function, S(t) = Pr(T > t), which has the exact
same definition as the reliability function. The hazard func-

tion h(t) and the cumulative hazard functionsH(t) even use
the same terminology besides the common mathematical

definitions. However, there are additional advantages from

introducing survival analysis over the traditional reliabil-

ity analysis. Major advantages of survival analysis are: (i)

more flexible, time-variant and covariates-dependent haz-

ard functions; (ii) built-in procedures to deal with censored

events; (iii) multivariate failure beyond binary failure; and

(iv) more effective modeling of dependent failure events

through competing risks and shared frailty modeling. De-

tails can be found in [13, 14, 15, 16].

Our interest is with regard to the hazard functions listed

in the advantages of (i). Therefore we now briefly introduce

several forms of hazard functions from survival analysis to

show one of the advantages of adopting survival analysis.

The simplest type of hazard function is the constant haz-

ard function, which is when the failure time follows expo-

nential distribution. It takes the form

h(t) = λ. (1)

With the original Cox Proportional Hazards Model [4],

(PHM), the hazard function becomes time and covariates

dependent:

λ(t, z) = λ0(t)e
Zβ (2)

where Z is the vector of covariates, such as environment

factors that influence the hazard function, and λo(t) is the
baseline hazard function.

The Cox PHM has been extended numerously, e.g., [18,

21]. Two simple extensions, the stratified Cox PHM and the

Cox PHM with time-dependent covariates, are of particular

interest and their applicability will be discussed below.

First, we introduce the stratified Cox PHM. Suppose

there is a factor that occurs on q levels and for which the so-
called proportionality assumption of PHM may be violated.

The hazard function for an individual in the j-th stratum or
level of this factor is

λj(t, z) = λ0j(t)e
Zβ (3)

for j = 1, 2, ..., q. The baseline hazard function

λ01(·), ..., λ0q(·) for the q strata are permitted to be arbi-
trary and are completely unrelated.

The second generalization to the PHM is the Cox PHM

with time-dependent covariates. Here the covariates Z de-

pend on time t, i.e., Z = Z(t). For unstratified PHM, the
hazard function is

λ[t; z(t)] = λ0(t)e
Z(t)β (4)

and for stratified PHM it is

λj [t; z(t)] = λ0j(t)e
Z(t)β , j = 1, 2, ..., q. (5)

With the increase of the hazard function complexity from

Equation (1) to (5), their descriptive power and flexibility

also increase. For example, the stratified PHM [Equations

(3) and (5)] may be used to formulate a unified hazard func-

tion for various levels of security alerts, e.g., low, medium,

and high.

The choice of the hazard function that can be used has

significant implications on the complexity of the system

analysis.

4.2 Model Changes and State Changes

The view of the functionality-based analysis model de-

scribed above has several advantages (in theory):

1. Different functionalities can have different fault de-

scriptions.

2. Different functionalities can utilize different hazard

functions.

3. Each functionality may change its fault description

and/or hazard function in time.

The first advantage is the flexibility to view the fault de-

scription of each functionality in isolation. This design for

analyzability feature allows for ease of analysis.

The second advantage is significant since the type of haz-

ard function has huge implications on the complexity of

the analysis. Note that the term “complexity” is not to be
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MODEL AND STATE CHANGES 
•Different functionalities can have different fault 
descriptions

•Different functionalities can utilize different hazard 
functions

•Each functionality may change its fault description    
and/or hazard function in time

interpreted as computational complexity, but as the com-

plexity of the approach. Having the flexibility of selecting

an appropriate hazard function for individual functionalities

rather than for the entire complex system allows to study the

effects of specific assumptions about failing rates. This way

one can move in the trade-off space of simplicity of anal-

ysis versus accuracy of the hazard function. For example,

the simple hazard function of Equation (1) is suitable for

the analysis of certain functionalities, but it is not generally

suitable for malicious act. From an analysis point of view it

is desirable to select the least complicated hazard function

suitable for each functionality. Thus, just because certain

aspects of the systems may be subjected to UUUR events,

the entire system does not have to use the complicated haz-

ard model.

The third advantage is the flexibility to consider the anal-

ysis in different phases with potentially different hazard

functions at different stages. This can be modeled using

a state machine. Consider the three different threat levels,

e.g., low, medium, and high, one may use the stratified Cox

PHM model expressed with Equations (3) and (5). Such

system may adapt to threat levels announced by some au-

thority. The system hazard function may transition from

one stratum to another when the threat levels change. For

example, the sequence hi !→ hk !→ hj !→ hi would repre-

sent a system that transitions through various states (strata),

each with their respective hazard functions. The sequence

could be from the state machine shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Thread Model State Machine

5 Fault Model Adaptation

As information becomes available that may change the

system’s landscape, changes to the system model or pa-

rameters need to be considered. Such adaptation is con-

sidered to be an integrated feature in any design for surviv-

ability. For example, in [6, 19] survivability was described

in terms of Resistance, Recognition, Recover, and Adapta-

tion. Adaptation implemented the mechanism to adapt the

system to knowledge gained in the prior three phases.

Our interest is primarily in adaptation related to the fault

model. Adaptation may be the result of diverse scenarios

such as:

1. The fault descriptionFi is no longer valid due to a spe-

cific event. For example, intelligence suggests that au-

thentication may be compromised. As a result fault

types that are not reflected in Fi may occur.

2. The fault description of fi should be strengthened by

design. This may be the result of analysis indicating

that a functionality may be the weakest link.

3. The infrastructure that fi relied on has changed. The

implications of this change on the fault description

need to be evaluated. Of special interest is the case

where the infrastructure may not be able to support tol-

erance of certain fault types.

In general, adaptation is viewed to address the dynamics of

changes in fault descriptions Fi, which however has to be

addressed in the context of the capabilities of the system or

infrastructure that supports functionality fi. Thus, we want

to be able to point out if there is a mismatch between (1)

what is assumed or implemented by fi and (2) inherently

theoretically possible in the system.

We define the active fault description as the fault model

that the system currently subscribes to, i.e., the faults that

fi assumes to be able to tolerate or deal with. Thus for

functionality fi the fault description Fi is the active fault

description, The specification of Fi is determined by the

system designer or more specifically, by the designer of fi.

The real question that remains is whether the system’s in-

frastructure can support this Fi.

In contrast to the active fault description, the imposed

fault description, denoted by F̂i, is the fault model that the

infrastructure of the system (or application) imposes on fi.

It encompasses those fault types that the system has to ex-

plicitly deal with by distinct mechanisms. For example,

F̂i = (b, s) indicates that for the given infrastructure benign
and symmetric faults are possible and theoretically unavoid-

able. However, note that F̂i does not list asymmetric faults.

The reason is that the infrastructure is assumed to be capa-

ble of theoretically eliminating this fault type. An infras-

tructure that has an imposed fault description F̂i = (b, s) is
a broadcast network. In such a network asymmetric faults

are not possible due to the fact that every module in the

broadcast domain can see every message.

The active and imposed fault descriptions can serve the

system designers to analyze the survivability of fi. Let’s

consider the authentication example in a general network

environment under the fault model of [20] and assume that

messages are signed. First we assume that point-to-point

communication, e.g., TCP/IP, is used. Furthermore, con-

sider the two cases where 1) TCP/IP provides reliable trans-

mission, and 2) when TCP may time out. With respect to

the infrastructure, in case 1) this leads to an imposed fault

description of F̂i = (s, a), meaning that there are no benign
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ADAPTATION

•Integral feature in any design for survivability

•Adaptation addresses

•dynamics of changing Fault Descriptions Fi 

•different definitions of fault descriptions 
(active, imposed)
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ADAPTATION
• Adaptation may be the result of diverse scenarios

• The fault description is no longer valid due to 
specific event

       e.g. intelligence suggests that authentication is broken
• The fault description of functionality should be 

strengthened by design
        e.g.  fi  is identified as weakest link
• Infrastructure that fi  depends on has changed

        e.g. may not support tolerance to certain 
        fault types anymore
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FAULT MODEL ADAPTATION
• Active Fault Description:   Fi 

• fault model that system (functionality) currently 
subscribes to, i.e.,

• the faults that fi assumes to be able to tolerate or 
deal with

• for fi  fault description Fi  represents the active fault 
description

• Fi  is determined by system designer (designer of fi )
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FAULT MODEL ADAPTATION
• Imposed Fault Description:

• the fault model the infrastructure of system imposes 
on fi 

• encompasses those fault types the system (or application) 
has to explicitly deal with by distinct mechanisms 

• Example 
• for given infrastructure benign and symmetric faults are 

possible and theoretically unavoidable
• note that no asymmetric faults are listed (there is no “a”)
• infrastructure is assumed to be capable of theoretically 

eliminating this fault type, e.g., broadcast network

tation is viewed to address the dynamics of changing fault descrip-
tions Fi, which however has to be addressed in the context of the
capabilities of the system to support functionality fi. We define an
active fault model as the fault model that the system currently sub-
scribes to. Thus for functionality fi the fault description Fi is the
active fault model. In contrast, the available fault model, denoted
by F̂i, is the hybrid fault model definition space that the system (or
application) can theoretically support. Thus as long as the available
fault model is not a proper subset of Fi, i.e. Fi � F̂i, functionality
fi can theoretically be made survivable. Otherwise, the infrastruc-
ture does not support the mechanisms necessary for supporting Fi

and survivability cannot be achieved. In such a case result certifi-
cation may be the last resort.

Fault descriptions can change over time. Let’s consider again the
authentication example at the beginning of Section 2. It may be rea-
sonable to assume that authentication fi is effective and any viola-
tion will be detected, i.e., the active fault model is Fi = (b). Now,
if intelligence suggest that authentication may be compromised,
then the active fault model has to be changed, e.g., to Fi = (b, s, a).
If the available fault model F̂i does not support the new Fi, surviv-
ability is compromised. Otherwise, survivability can theoretically
be maintained, however, a shift in the tradeoff space will occur. In
this example, this will likely result in decreased performance and
increased number of resources, resulting in reduced availability as
now more components can theoretically fail. Just as in the case of
PASIS increased security demands in the example change perfor-
mance and availability.

The analysis of the active and the available fault models relates
directly to key issue 3) stated in the abstract, which is concerned
with the feasibility of survivability requirements for fi based on
the infrastructure- or application-induced limitations. If infeasibil-
ity arises, i.e., if Fi exceeds the available fault model F̂i for fi, then
this indication of the inability to satisfy survivability can be used to
steer the application towards fail-safe behavior. Alternatively, fi

can be re-evaluated and infrastructure or application support can be
adapted, e.g., via real-time reconfiguration, to match F̂i with Fi.
For example, a functionality fi that utilizes point-to-point commu-
nication and transitions from Fi = (b) to Fi = (b, s, a) may be
reconfigured to use broadcast (or multicast) communication that is
inherently capable of avoiding asymmetric faults. Thus by adapt-
ing the infrastructure of fi to a broadcast environment, Fi can be
downgraded to Fi = (b, s), thus eliminating asymmetric fault be-
havior.

3. CONCLUSIONS
A survivability architecture was outlined that defines a system in
terms of its functionalities and their temporal fault model require-
ments. The system was defined in terms of Model Analysis, Result
Certification, and Adaptation. It was suggested that the determin-
istic methods from fault tolerance have limited effectiveness in the
survivability environment which is assumed to be hostile. There-
fore references to new biologically inspired non-deterministic work
were given that have the potential to assess survivability under di-
verse assumptions much more suitable for malicious environments.
The support for probabilistic result certification in design for sur-
vivability was suggested as it can help overcome limitations in the
model analysis. Lastly, adaptation addressed the ability to react
to changes in the operational environment, may they be perceived
or experienced. Adaptation however could only operate within the
available fault model. Nevertheless, the indication that the active
fault model cannot be supported could be used to engage fail-safe
mechanisms.
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interpreted as computational complexity, but as the com-

plexity of the approach. Having the flexibility of selecting

an appropriate hazard function for individual functionalities

rather than for the entire complex system allows to study the

effects of specific assumptions about failing rates. This way

one can move in the trade-off space of simplicity of anal-

ysis versus accuracy of the hazard function. For example,

the simple hazard function of Equation (1) is suitable for

the analysis of certain functionalities, but it is not generally

suitable for malicious act. From an analysis point of view it

is desirable to select the least complicated hazard function

suitable for each functionality. Thus, just because certain

aspects of the systems may be subjected to UUUR events,

the entire system does not have to use the complicated haz-

ard model.

The third advantage is the flexibility to consider the anal-

ysis in different phases with potentially different hazard

functions at different stages. This can be modeled using

a state machine. Consider the three different threat levels,

e.g., low, medium, and high, one may use the stratified Cox

PHM model expressed with Equations (3) and (5). Such

system may adapt to threat levels announced by some au-

thority. The system hazard function may transition from

one stratum to another when the threat levels change. For

example, the sequence hi !→ hk !→ hj !→ hi would repre-

sent a system that transitions through various states (strata),

each with their respective hazard functions. The sequence

could be from the state machine shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Thread Model State Machine

5 Fault Model Adaptation

As information becomes available that may change the

system’s landscape, changes to the system model or pa-

rameters need to be considered. Such adaptation is con-

sidered to be an integrated feature in any design for surviv-

ability. For example, in [6, 19] survivability was described

in terms of Resistance, Recognition, Recover, and Adapta-

tion. Adaptation implemented the mechanism to adapt the

system to knowledge gained in the prior three phases.

Our interest is primarily in adaptation related to the fault

model. Adaptation may be the result of diverse scenarios

such as:

1. The fault descriptionFi is no longer valid due to a spe-

cific event. For example, intelligence suggests that au-

thentication may be compromised. As a result fault

types that are not reflected in Fi may occur.

2. The fault description of fi should be strengthened by

design. This may be the result of analysis indicating

that a functionality may be the weakest link.

3. The infrastructure that fi relied on has changed. The

implications of this change on the fault description

need to be evaluated. Of special interest is the case

where the infrastructure may not be able to support tol-

erance of certain fault types.

In general, adaptation is viewed to address the dynamics of

changes in fault descriptions Fi, which however has to be

addressed in the context of the capabilities of the system or

infrastructure that supports functionality fi. Thus, we want

to be able to point out if there is a mismatch between (1)

what is assumed or implemented by fi and (2) inherently

theoretically possible in the system.

We define the active fault description as the fault model

that the system currently subscribes to, i.e., the faults that

fi assumes to be able to tolerate or deal with. Thus for

functionality fi the fault description Fi is the active fault

description, The specification of Fi is determined by the

system designer or more specifically, by the designer of fi.

The real question that remains is whether the system’s in-

frastructure can support this Fi.

In contrast to the active fault description, the imposed

fault description, denoted by F̂i, is the fault model that the

infrastructure of the system (or application) imposes on fi.

It encompasses those fault types that the system has to ex-

plicitly deal with by distinct mechanisms. For example,

F̂i = (b, s) indicates that for the given infrastructure benign
and symmetric faults are possible and theoretically unavoid-

able. However, note that F̂i does not list asymmetric faults.

The reason is that the infrastructure is assumed to be capa-

ble of theoretically eliminating this fault type. An infras-

tructure that has an imposed fault description F̂i = (b, s) is
a broadcast network. In such a network asymmetric faults

are not possible due to the fact that every module in the

broadcast domain can see every message.

The active and imposed fault descriptions can serve the

system designers to analyze the survivability of fi. Let’s

consider the authentication example in a general network

environment under the fault model of [20] and assume that

messages are signed. First we assume that point-to-point

communication, e.g., TCP/IP, is used. Furthermore, con-

sider the two cases where 1) TCP/IP provides reliable trans-

mission, and 2) when TCP may time out. With respect to

the infrastructure, in case 1) this leads to an imposed fault

description of F̂i = (s, a), meaning that there are no benign
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EXAMPLE TCP/IP
• 1) Assume TCP/IP provides reliable transmission

• W.r.t. infrastructure this leads to 

• there are no benign (omission) faults

• value fault (s and a) cannot be resolved without explicit 
mechanisms

• 2) Now assume that TCP times out

• Leads to 

• benign fault was added

interpreted as computational complexity, but as the com-

plexity of the approach. Having the flexibility of selecting

an appropriate hazard function for individual functionalities

rather than for the entire complex system allows to study the

effects of specific assumptions about failing rates. This way

one can move in the trade-off space of simplicity of anal-

ysis versus accuracy of the hazard function. For example,

the simple hazard function of Equation (1) is suitable for

the analysis of certain functionalities, but it is not generally

suitable for malicious act. From an analysis point of view it

is desirable to select the least complicated hazard function

suitable for each functionality. Thus, just because certain

aspects of the systems may be subjected to UUUR events,

the entire system does not have to use the complicated haz-

ard model.

The third advantage is the flexibility to consider the anal-

ysis in different phases with potentially different hazard

functions at different stages. This can be modeled using

a state machine. Consider the three different threat levels,

e.g., low, medium, and high, one may use the stratified Cox

PHM model expressed with Equations (3) and (5). Such

system may adapt to threat levels announced by some au-

thority. The system hazard function may transition from

one stratum to another when the threat levels change. For

example, the sequence hi !→ hk !→ hj !→ hi would repre-

sent a system that transitions through various states (strata),

each with their respective hazard functions. The sequence

could be from the state machine shown in Figure 1.
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5 Fault Model Adaptation

As information becomes available that may change the

system’s landscape, changes to the system model or pa-

rameters need to be considered. Such adaptation is con-

sidered to be an integrated feature in any design for surviv-

ability. For example, in [6, 19] survivability was described

in terms of Resistance, Recognition, Recover, and Adapta-

tion. Adaptation implemented the mechanism to adapt the

system to knowledge gained in the prior three phases.

Our interest is primarily in adaptation related to the fault

model. Adaptation may be the result of diverse scenarios

such as:

1. The fault descriptionFi is no longer valid due to a spe-

cific event. For example, intelligence suggests that au-

thentication may be compromised. As a result fault

types that are not reflected in Fi may occur.

2. The fault description of fi should be strengthened by

design. This may be the result of analysis indicating

that a functionality may be the weakest link.

3. The infrastructure that fi relied on has changed. The

implications of this change on the fault description

need to be evaluated. Of special interest is the case

where the infrastructure may not be able to support tol-

erance of certain fault types.

In general, adaptation is viewed to address the dynamics of

changes in fault descriptions Fi, which however has to be

addressed in the context of the capabilities of the system or

infrastructure that supports functionality fi. Thus, we want

to be able to point out if there is a mismatch between (1)

what is assumed or implemented by fi and (2) inherently

theoretically possible in the system.

We define the active fault description as the fault model

that the system currently subscribes to, i.e., the faults that

fi assumes to be able to tolerate or deal with. Thus for

functionality fi the fault description Fi is the active fault

description, The specification of Fi is determined by the

system designer or more specifically, by the designer of fi.

The real question that remains is whether the system’s in-

frastructure can support this Fi.

In contrast to the active fault description, the imposed

fault description, denoted by F̂i, is the fault model that the

infrastructure of the system (or application) imposes on fi.

It encompasses those fault types that the system has to ex-

plicitly deal with by distinct mechanisms. For example,

F̂i = (b, s) indicates that for the given infrastructure benign
and symmetric faults are possible and theoretically unavoid-

able. However, note that F̂i does not list asymmetric faults.

The reason is that the infrastructure is assumed to be capa-

ble of theoretically eliminating this fault type. An infras-

tructure that has an imposed fault description F̂i = (b, s) is
a broadcast network. In such a network asymmetric faults

are not possible due to the fact that every module in the

broadcast domain can see every message.

The active and imposed fault descriptions can serve the

system designers to analyze the survivability of fi. Let’s

consider the authentication example in a general network

environment under the fault model of [20] and assume that

messages are signed. First we assume that point-to-point

communication, e.g., TCP/IP, is used. Furthermore, con-

sider the two cases where 1) TCP/IP provides reliable trans-

mission, and 2) when TCP may time out. With respect to

the infrastructure, in case 1) this leads to an imposed fault

description of F̂i = (s, a), meaning that there are no benign

faults. However, value faults, both symmetric and asym-

metric, cannot be resolved without explicit mechanisms.

If we consider case 2) in which TCP may time out, then

F̂i = (b, s, a). Next, let’s consider the active fault descrip-
tions. If our authentication scheme is assumed to be uncom-

promisable then Fi = (b), otherwise it is Fi = (b, s, a).
The interesting case in the example above is when au-

thentication is compromised. Value faults cannot be dealt

with unless the authentication mechanism is implemented

to provide redundancy levels ofN ≥ 2s+1 andN ≥ 3a+1
for symmetric and asymmetric behavior respectively. Note

that in order to avoid common mode faults the redundant

modules should be dissimilar. In order to deal with symmet-

ric faults one needs a simple majority of unaffected mod-

ules. However, asymmetric faults do not only require a

higher degree of redundancy, but also require that agree-

ment algorithms be used. These algorithms typically work

in rounds of message exchanges. The result is high message

overhead in addition to the high component count. How-

ever, since in our example the imposed and active fault de-

scriptions both contain s and a, there is no easy way around
having to deal with these faults explicitly. For the system

designer the choices seem clear: 1) one lives with the risk

of authentication compromises, or 2) one pays the cost of

module and message overhead. But how high is that cost?

This depends on how many faults of type s and a one wants
to tolerate. In addition, common mode faults need to be ad-

dresses and thus the cost of dissimilar components needs to

be considered.

Design Changes: The advantage of working with im-

posed fault description is that it gives insight about what

the infrastructure cannot inherently deal with. This allows

for adaptation that can bring significant simplifications to

the application. Consider the example above and assume

that authentication may be compromised, i.e., assume that

Fi = F̂i = (b, s, a). The largest challenge is to avoid hav-
ing to deal with costly asymmetric faults. However, the in-

frastructure cannot tolerate such faults implicitly and thus

explicit mechanisms such as agreement algorithms must be

used. Therefore, let’s consider what changes can be made to

the infrastructure in order to avoid asymmetric faults. With

respect to networking this is actually quite simple. As indi-

cated before, a broadcast environment cannot exhibit asym-

metric behavior. Therefore, assume that point-to-point net-

working in authentication is eliminated and that broadcast-

ing is used instead. Under the broadcast paradigm every

node can “see” the same messages, so that Byzantine faults

can be immediately detected. Now F̂i = (b, s), and thus the
application can provide simple mechanisms to take advan-

tage of the imposed tolerance to asymmetric faults. Thus by

observing the limitations of the imposed fault description an

infrastructure-related change canmake large improvements.

Adaptive Policies In the previous example the design of

the authentication mechanism was motivated by low cost,

which resulted in an active model considering only benign

faults. If value faults are suspected, then the high cost

of dealing with value faults, most significantly asymmet-

ric faults, was required. However, in most applications the

worse case behavior, e.g., broken authentication, may be

only of importance during times of high threat levels. This

suggest a security policy that is flexible and sensitive to the

threat level. Such a policy would select the lowest overhead

solution possible under a given threat level. In our authen-

tication example this could mean using the benign model

under normal situations and augmenting value faults if the

threat level is high. Such “gear shifting” is not new and has

been used in the context of agreement algorithms to reduce

overhead [3].

Infrastructure Changes Lastly, if the infrastructure used

by functionalities fi changes, then one should consider if

these changes have implications on the imposed fault de-

scription. If they do, then perhaps one can take advantage

of this change. On the other hand it may mean that now the

limitations of the infrastructure need to be compensated by

more sophisticated solutions. An example of such “degen-

eration” is when a network changes from a broadcast to a

point-to-point communication primitive.

In all the cases above, the careful analysis of Fi and F̂i

should be undertaken. Misjudging the fault model can ren-

der the application non-survivable.

6 Conclusions

A new view of fault models was presented that shifted

away from the fault cause and instead focused on the ef-

fect of faults. This allows for the use of fault models in the

analysis of systems operating in hostile environments. A

general view of design for survivability was adopted. This

implied that the application and infrastructure were viewed

in concert in order to determine which fault models they re-

quired and supplied. By viewing a system as a collection of

functionalities, each functionality could be separately ana-

lyzed. This simplified the determination of the active and

imposed fault description, which was then used to deter-

mine a mapping between what the application functionality

required and what the infrastructure could or could not sup-

port. In the latter case explicit solutions must be used to

overcome the infrastructure induced limitations.

With respect to system analysis, the functionality-based

view of the system allowed flexibility in the choice of haz-

ard functions. Rather than using one model for the en-

tire system, now each functionality can be analyzed using

its appropriate hazard functions. The flexibility was then
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EXAMPLE
• Interesting case: authentication is compromised

• introduced value faults (s,a)

• explicit mechanisms need to be added

• symmetric:    N > 2s

• asymmetric:  N > 3a

• not only requires higher degree of redundancy

• but agreement algorithm
27

EXAMPLE

•Authentication example cont.
• System designer choices:

• live with the risk of authentication compromises
•pay the cost of module and message overhead

•But how high is that cost?
•depends on desired s and a
• in addition: common mode fault need to be 
addressed
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DESIGN CHANGES
• Imposed fault description gives insight about what 

infrastructure cannot inherently deal with
• allows for adaptation

• Authentication example
• assume authentication may be compromised:

     asymmetric faults are a problem!
• changing to broadcast protocol we can avoid 

asymmetrics

faults. However, value faults, both symmetric and asym-

metric, cannot be resolved without explicit mechanisms.

If we consider case 2) in which TCP may time out, then

F̂i = (b, s, a). Next, let’s consider the active fault descrip-
tions. If our authentication scheme is assumed to be uncom-

promisable then Fi = (b), otherwise it is Fi = (b, s, a).
The interesting case in the example above is when au-

thentication is compromised. Value faults cannot be dealt

with unless the authentication mechanism is implemented

to provide redundancy levels ofN ≥ 2s+1 andN ≥ 3a+1
for symmetric and asymmetric behavior respectively. Note

that in order to avoid common mode faults the redundant

modules should be dissimilar. In order to deal with symmet-

ric faults one needs a simple majority of unaffected mod-

ules. However, asymmetric faults do not only require a

higher degree of redundancy, but also require that agree-

ment algorithms be used. These algorithms typically work

in rounds of message exchanges. The result is high message

overhead in addition to the high component count. How-

ever, since in our example the imposed and active fault de-

scriptions both contain s and a, there is no easy way around
having to deal with these faults explicitly. For the system

designer the choices seem clear: 1) one lives with the risk

of authentication compromises, or 2) one pays the cost of

module and message overhead. But how high is that cost?

This depends on how many faults of type s and a one wants
to tolerate. In addition, common mode faults need to be ad-

dresses and thus the cost of dissimilar components needs to

be considered.

Design Changes: The advantage of working with im-

posed fault description is that it gives insight about what

the infrastructure cannot inherently deal with. This allows

for adaptation that can bring significant simplifications to

the application. Consider the example above and assume

that authentication may be compromised, i.e., assume that

Fi = F̂i = (b, s, a). The largest challenge is to avoid hav-
ing to deal with costly asymmetric faults. However, the in-

frastructure cannot tolerate such faults implicitly and thus

explicit mechanisms such as agreement algorithms must be

used. Therefore, let’s consider what changes can be made to

the infrastructure in order to avoid asymmetric faults. With

respect to networking this is actually quite simple. As indi-

cated before, a broadcast environment cannot exhibit asym-

metric behavior. Therefore, assume that point-to-point net-

working in authentication is eliminated and that broadcast-

ing is used instead. Under the broadcast paradigm every

node can “see” the same messages, so that Byzantine faults

can be immediately detected. Now F̂i = (b, s), and thus the
application can provide simple mechanisms to take advan-

tage of the imposed tolerance to asymmetric faults. Thus by

observing the limitations of the imposed fault description an

infrastructure-related change canmake large improvements.

Adaptive Policies In the previous example the design of

the authentication mechanism was motivated by low cost,

which resulted in an active model considering only benign

faults. If value faults are suspected, then the high cost

of dealing with value faults, most significantly asymmet-

ric faults, was required. However, in most applications the

worse case behavior, e.g., broken authentication, may be

only of importance during times of high threat levels. This

suggest a security policy that is flexible and sensitive to the

threat level. Such a policy would select the lowest overhead

solution possible under a given threat level. In our authen-

tication example this could mean using the benign model

under normal situations and augmenting value faults if the

threat level is high. Such “gear shifting” is not new and has

been used in the context of agreement algorithms to reduce

overhead [3].

Infrastructure Changes Lastly, if the infrastructure used

by functionalities fi changes, then one should consider if

these changes have implications on the imposed fault de-

scription. If they do, then perhaps one can take advantage

of this change. On the other hand it may mean that now the

limitations of the infrastructure need to be compensated by

more sophisticated solutions. An example of such “degen-

eration” is when a network changes from a broadcast to a

point-to-point communication primitive.

In all the cases above, the careful analysis of Fi and F̂i

should be undertaken. Misjudging the fault model can ren-

der the application non-survivable.

6 Conclusions

A new view of fault models was presented that shifted

away from the fault cause and instead focused on the ef-

fect of faults. This allows for the use of fault models in the

analysis of systems operating in hostile environments. A

general view of design for survivability was adopted. This

implied that the application and infrastructure were viewed

in concert in order to determine which fault models they re-

quired and supplied. By viewing a system as a collection of

functionalities, each functionality could be separately ana-

lyzed. This simplified the determination of the active and

imposed fault description, which was then used to deter-

mine a mapping between what the application functionality

required and what the infrastructure could or could not sup-

port. In the latter case explicit solutions must be used to

overcome the infrastructure induced limitations.

With respect to system analysis, the functionality-based

view of the system allowed flexibility in the choice of haz-

ard functions. Rather than using one model for the en-

tire system, now each functionality can be analyzed using

its appropriate hazard functions. The flexibility was then

faults. However, value faults, both symmetric and asym-

metric, cannot be resolved without explicit mechanisms.

If we consider case 2) in which TCP may time out, then

F̂i = (b, s, a). Next, let’s consider the active fault descrip-
tions. If our authentication scheme is assumed to be uncom-

promisable then Fi = (b), otherwise it is Fi = (b, s, a).
The interesting case in the example above is when au-

thentication is compromised. Value faults cannot be dealt

with unless the authentication mechanism is implemented

to provide redundancy levels ofN ≥ 2s+1 andN ≥ 3a+1
for symmetric and asymmetric behavior respectively. Note

that in order to avoid common mode faults the redundant

modules should be dissimilar. In order to deal with symmet-

ric faults one needs a simple majority of unaffected mod-

ules. However, asymmetric faults do not only require a

higher degree of redundancy, but also require that agree-

ment algorithms be used. These algorithms typically work

in rounds of message exchanges. The result is high message

overhead in addition to the high component count. How-

ever, since in our example the imposed and active fault de-

scriptions both contain s and a, there is no easy way around
having to deal with these faults explicitly. For the system

designer the choices seem clear: 1) one lives with the risk

of authentication compromises, or 2) one pays the cost of

module and message overhead. But how high is that cost?

This depends on how many faults of type s and a one wants
to tolerate. In addition, common mode faults need to be ad-

dresses and thus the cost of dissimilar components needs to

be considered.

Design Changes: The advantage of working with im-

posed fault description is that it gives insight about what

the infrastructure cannot inherently deal with. This allows

for adaptation that can bring significant simplifications to

the application. Consider the example above and assume

that authentication may be compromised, i.e., assume that

Fi = F̂i = (b, s, a). The largest challenge is to avoid hav-
ing to deal with costly asymmetric faults. However, the in-

frastructure cannot tolerate such faults implicitly and thus

explicit mechanisms such as agreement algorithms must be

used. Therefore, let’s consider what changes can be made to

the infrastructure in order to avoid asymmetric faults. With

respect to networking this is actually quite simple. As indi-

cated before, a broadcast environment cannot exhibit asym-

metric behavior. Therefore, assume that point-to-point net-

working in authentication is eliminated and that broadcast-

ing is used instead. Under the broadcast paradigm every

node can “see” the same messages, so that Byzantine faults

can be immediately detected. Now F̂i = (b, s), and thus the
application can provide simple mechanisms to take advan-

tage of the imposed tolerance to asymmetric faults. Thus by

observing the limitations of the imposed fault description an

infrastructure-related change canmake large improvements.

Adaptive Policies In the previous example the design of

the authentication mechanism was motivated by low cost,

which resulted in an active model considering only benign

faults. If value faults are suspected, then the high cost

of dealing with value faults, most significantly asymmet-

ric faults, was required. However, in most applications the

worse case behavior, e.g., broken authentication, may be

only of importance during times of high threat levels. This

suggest a security policy that is flexible and sensitive to the

threat level. Such a policy would select the lowest overhead

solution possible under a given threat level. In our authen-

tication example this could mean using the benign model

under normal situations and augmenting value faults if the

threat level is high. Such “gear shifting” is not new and has

been used in the context of agreement algorithms to reduce

overhead [3].

Infrastructure Changes Lastly, if the infrastructure used

by functionalities fi changes, then one should consider if

these changes have implications on the imposed fault de-

scription. If they do, then perhaps one can take advantage

of this change. On the other hand it may mean that now the

limitations of the infrastructure need to be compensated by

more sophisticated solutions. An example of such “degen-

eration” is when a network changes from a broadcast to a

point-to-point communication primitive.

In all the cases above, the careful analysis of Fi and F̂i

should be undertaken. Misjudging the fault model can ren-

der the application non-survivable.

6 Conclusions

A new view of fault models was presented that shifted

away from the fault cause and instead focused on the ef-

fect of faults. This allows for the use of fault models in the

analysis of systems operating in hostile environments. A

general view of design for survivability was adopted. This

implied that the application and infrastructure were viewed

in concert in order to determine which fault models they re-

quired and supplied. By viewing a system as a collection of

functionalities, each functionality could be separately ana-

lyzed. This simplified the determination of the active and

imposed fault description, which was then used to deter-

mine a mapping between what the application functionality

required and what the infrastructure could or could not sup-

port. In the latter case explicit solutions must be used to

overcome the infrastructure induced limitations.

With respect to system analysis, the functionality-based

view of the system allowed flexibility in the choice of haz-

ard functions. Rather than using one model for the en-

tire system, now each functionality can be analyzed using

its appropriate hazard functions. The flexibility was then
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ADAPTIVE POLICIES

•Select the lowest overhead solution possible 
under a given threat level

•Similar to the “shifting gear” approaches used in 
agreement algorithms
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INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES

•What happens if infrastructure used by fi 
change?

• Any changes to the imposed fault description?

• Carefully analyze the implication of the changes

• can be good or bad news

• misjudging fault descriptions may render 
application non-survivable!
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CONCLUSIONS
System Definition

• functionalities, active/imposed fault models
System Analysis

• Model Analysis (include UUUR)
• Resilience based on active and imposed fault 

descriptions
• Adaptation (functionalities and fault models)

• different fault description
• different hazard functions
• dynamic fault descriptions and/or hazard functions
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